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SUMMARY

Flows at the top of the Earth’s core generating the observed geomagnetic secular
variation (SV) can be deduced in the frozen-flux approximation with various non-
uniqueness-reducing assumptions such as tangential geostrophy and steadiness. Steady
flows are attractive because they require only a small number of parameters to explain
the gross features of the SV. However, they are unable to reproduce the fine detail
contained in the SV, and cannot be used to explain observed decadal changes in the
length of day. Here we find flows steady in a local reference frame within the core, but
the frame is allowed to rotate relative to the mantle. Previous investigations have studied
steady drift with respect to the mantle, introducing just a single extra parameter into the
calculation; here we also allow the drift to vary with time. We then minimize a linear
combination of the fit to time-varying coefficients expressing the SV, a measure of
the complexity of the flow and the drift acceleration. The resulting non-linear inverse
problem is solved in a two-stage iterative process—for a given drift, we solve for the
best-fitting steady flow, and then adjust the drift to improve the fit. We seek solutions for
the intervals 1900–1980 and 1840–1990; over both epochs, allowing the reference frame
of a steady flow to drift gives a strikingly improved fit. For flows with a relatively high
misfit, the frame drift is westwards at a rate similar to the observed ‘westward drift’ rate
of the geomagnetic field at the Earth’s surface (approximately 0.2u yrx1). Requiring
a tighter fit, and hence a more complex flow, gives rise to two solutions, one with a
westward frame drift with respect to the mantle, the other eastward, and the relative
drift rates gradually increase to a maximum of 0.9u yrx1 as the misfit decreases. Flows in
the mantle reference frame are similar to those deduced previously by any of the non-
uniqueness-reducing assumptions. However, in the drifting frame, the flows are almost
completely dominated by the drift between the two reference frames. Although the time
dependence of the drift is weak and results in only a small additional misfit reduction
over a uniform drift, by assuming that the variation in drift reflects variation in solid
body rotation of the whole core, it can explain decadal length-of-day changes almost as
well as, and prior to 1900 perhaps better than, fully time-dependent tangentially geo-
strophic flows with vastly more free parameters. We examine the significance of these
models in terms of large-scale wave motion in the core.

Key words: core–mantle boundary, Earth’s rotation, flow imaging, geomagnetism,
wave motion.

1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The temporal evolution (secular variation) of the geomagnetic

field provides a powerful tool for probing the physics of the

deep Earth, in particular conditions at the top of the core.

Following Roberts & Scott (1965), one particular application

has been to use the secular variation to estimate the flow at

the surface of the core. If changes in the magnetic field are

due principally to fluid advection of the field, rather than its

diffusion (the so-called ‘frozen-flux’ approximation), then the

radial component of the magnetic induction equation provides

a constraint on core surface flow. Roberts & Scott (1965)

recognized that the determination of the flow is formally non-

unique; this non-uniqueness was quantified by Backus (1968).

To understand this intuitively, we have one equation at every

point on the core–mantle boundary (CMB) from which to
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determine two unknowns, the two orthogonal components

of surface velocity. Subsequent work has focused on trying

to reduce or remove this non-uniqueness by making various

a priori assumptions about the nature of the flow. The most

common such assumptions have been that the flow is purely

toroidal (the dynamics at the top of the core is assumed

dominated by stable stratification; Whaler 1980; Bloxham

1990), tangentially geostrophic (the Lorentz force is small at

the CMB, so the horizontal force balance is dominantly

between the pressure gradient and the Coriolis force; Hills

1979; Le Mouël et al. 1985; Backus & Le Mouël 1986) or steady

in time (Gubbins 1982; Voorhies & Backus 1985). Modelling of

core–surface flow is reviewed in detail by Bloxham & Jackson

(1991) and Whaler & Davis (1997).

The steady flow assumption is particularly attractive from

a reductionist point of view, as it requires very few parameters

to explain almost all of the observed secular variation. Variance

reduction of over 90 per cent is standard (e.g. Bloxham 1992),

and it can exceed 98 per cent (Voorhies 1986). However, this

assumption has several drawbacks. First, although a steady

flow can fit the gross features of the observed secular variation,

it is unable to fit the fine-scale time variation, in particular

the well-defined time variation shown by annual means from

magnetic observatories, and is unable to reproduce sharp

changes in secular variation, the so-called ‘geomagnetic jerks’

(Courtillot et al. 1978; Malin et al. 1983). Second, it is unclear

what physical significance to assign to the flow model obtained;

Gubbins & Kelly (1996) have argued that a steady flow will

naturally lead to a balance between advection and diffusion, so

the neglect of diffusion via the frozen-flux approximation is not

valid. Third, a steady flow cannot be used to estimate changes

in core angular momentum and its correlation with observed

decadal variation in length of day (DLOD).

The rate of rotation of the Earth varies on all observable

timescales. One of the largest signals is a DLOD of a few

milliseconds on decadal timescales. For many years, this signal

has been attributed to angular momentum exchange between

the fluid core and solid mantle, at least in part because no

other observed motion (for example, oceanic or atmospheric)

is of sufficient magnitude on such timescales. However, this

supposition was put on a much firmer footing by Jault et al.

(1988), who argued that on decadal timescales the core would

respond to changes in angular momentum by motions uniform

on cylinders coaxial with the Earth’s axis of rotation, so-called

torsional oscillations (Braginsky 1970). If this is true, then

changes in surface flow reflect motions deep within the core,

allowing the calculation of changes in angular momentum of

the whole core. Such calculations are in remarkable agreement

with the change in angular momentum required to explain

the observed variations in the rotation of the mantle, at least

for this century (Jault & Le Mouël 1989; Jackson et al. 1993;

Jackson 1997). This agreement is important, as it is the only

independent evidence that, despite all the required assumptions

in the flow derivation (neglect of diffusion, large-scale flow,

simplistic assumptions about flow dynamics), the flow models

we obtain are meaningful. Clearly, a steady flow cannot be used

for such a calculation, as it would imply constant angular

momentum.

A simple generalization of the steady flow assumption that

might overcome some of these problems is the consideration of

steady flow in an azimuthally drifting frame, an approach first

suggested by Voorhies & Backus (1985). In this approach,

the flow is considered to be steady in a frame fixed in the core,

but the core frame is allowed to rotate with respect to the

mantle about the Earth’s rotation axis. The physical basis

for this assumption is a separation of timescales related to the

core. Torsional oscillations aside, the dynamics of the core are

thought to vary on a long timescale—for example, one of the

most rapid timescales associated with its behaviour, that of

MAC (magnetic–Archimedean–Coriolis) waves, is of the order

of hundreds of years (Gubbins & Roberts 1987). This slow

evolution also provides a dynamical justification for the steady

flow assumption (Davis & Whaler 1996a). However, decadal

DLOD are by definition on a shorter timescale. Imagine that

the concentric cylinders supporting the torsional oscillations

are welded together, perhaps by means of a strong magnetic

field in the cylindrically radial direction, so that the torsional

oscillations are approximated by a solid body rotation of the

core. Changes in this rotation can then appear in the model as

changes in the drift rate.

Davis & Whaler (1996a) examined the effect of a steady

drift over successive short (10 yr) epochs; here we extend this

work to consider longer epochs, first 1900–1980 and then

1840–1990. We first consider a steady drift rate; this adds only

one additional free parameter over considering a steady flow,

but like the steady flow cannot be used to explain DLOD.

We then generalize to a time-dependent drift, and consider the

implications for the angular momentum budget. Finally, we

consider in some detail the possible geophysical implications

of our results.

2 T H E O R Y

Models of flow at the core surface u are generally deter-

mined using the radial component of the frozen-flux induction

equation,

_Br þ +H . ðBruÞ ¼ 0 , (1)

where Br is the radial component of the magnetic field at

the CMB, the dot denotes a time derivative, and +H 5 is the

horizontal divergence operator. To reduce non-uniqueness, it

is usual to make additional assumptions about the nature of

the flow. Here, we assume that the flow is steady in a frame

of reference that can ‘drift’ (rotate) azimuthally with respect to

the mantle. In geocentric spherical coordinates (r, h, w), and

denoting quantities in the drifting frame with primes, to trans-

form from the stationary (mantle) frame to the drifting (core)

frame, we take

�0 þ t ¼ � , (2)

where y is the accumulated drift angle (positive eastwards).

The flow in the mantle frame is then calculated from the steady

flow in the drifting frame uk by

uðh, �, tÞ ¼ u’ðh, �� tðtÞÞ þ rc _t cos hwŒ , (3)

where rc the core radius and ŵ the unit vector in the azimuthal

direction. In principle it would be possible to solve for u directly.

However, it is more straightforward to work in the drifting
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frame and solve

_Br
0 þ +H:ðBr

0u0Þ ¼ 0 : (4)

To determine the radial field and secular variation in the

drifting frame, we adopt the usual magnetic scalar potential

’ ¼ re
X?
l¼1

re

r

� �lþ1 Xl

m¼0

Pm
l ðcos hÞ gm

l cosðm�Þ þ hm
l sinðm�Þ

� �
,

(5)

where the magnetic field B=x+W. Pl
m(cos h) are Schmidt-

normalized associated Legendre polynomials of degree l and

order m, re=6371.2 km is the mean radius of the Earth

and {gl
m, hl

m} is the set of Gauss coefficients that define the

field. From Galilean invariance, B must be the same whether

calculated in the stationary or drifting frame. Using spherical

harmonic orthogonality we have

gm
l cosmð�0 þ tÞ þ hm

l sinmð�0 þ tÞ

¼ gm
l
0 cosðm�0Þ þ hm

l
0 sinðm�0Þ , (6)

so the Gauss coefficients in the drifting frame are

gm
l
0 ¼ gm

l cosmt þ hm
l sinmt ,

hm
l
0 ¼ hm

l cosmt � gm
l sinmt : (7)

The secular variation coefficients in the drifting frame are then

_gm
l
0 ¼ _gm

l cosmt þ _hm
l sinmt þ m _thm

l
0,

_hm
l
0 ¼ _hm

l cosmt � _gm
l sinmt � m _tgm

l
0; (8)

that is, the usual coefficients rotated into the drifting frame

plus a contribution from the relative velocity between the two

frames.

3 I M P L E M E N T A T I O N

We seek a drift rate for the steady flow with respect to the

mantle that allows us to minimize the following objective

function:

O ¼
ðt1

t0

ð
re

_Br � _Br
0

� �2
dS þ jdð�tÞ2

	 

dt þ jvN : (9)

The three components of this function are the misfit to Ḃr
0,

the secular variation at the Earth’s surface, the mean square

angular acceleration of the drifting frame with respect to the

mantle, and a quadratic norm N of the velocity coefficients in

the drifting frame [we adopt the commonly used norm

N ¼
þ
CMB

ð+2
HuhÞ2 þ ð+2

Hu�Þ2
h i

dS (10)

of Bloxham (1988)], which regularizes the flow inversion.

The inversion is controlled by two damping parameters: lv,

which controls the complexity of the steady flow in the drifting

frame, and ld, which restricts the degree of time dependence

of the drift. The misfit to the secular variation is most easily

calculated in the drifting frame: because the transformation

from steady to drifting frame is the same for the model secular

variation coefficients and those predicted by the flow, the misfit

is invariant to the rotation of the reference frame. The secular

variation integral is approximated by discrete samples calculated

at 1 yr intervals.

For a given drift, the flow is parametrized as is usual (e.g.

Bloxham & Jackson 1991) by decomposing it into its poloidal

and toroidal parts, writing

u ¼ +H rSð Þ þ +H ^ Trð Þ : (11)

The poloidal and toroidal scalars are then expanded in

Schmidt-normalized real spherical harmonics, writing

S ¼
X
l,m

smc
l cosðm�Þ þ sms

l sinðm�Þ
� �

Pm
l ðcos hÞ ,

T ¼
X
l,m

tmc
l cosðm�Þ þ tms

l sinðm�Þ
� �

Pm
l ðcos hÞ : (12)

For known drift, eq. (4) can then be reduced to a set of linear

equations for the flow coefficients {tl
m, sl

m} (Whaler 1986).

We calculate the main geomagnetic field and secular variation

at each epoch using the ufm time-dependent field model of

Bloxham & Jackson (1992). Using this model also allowed

us to fit the secular variation coefficients weighted by their

uncertainties derived from diagonal elements of the covariance

matrix, instead of minimizing secular variation misfit as in

eq. (9); we find that the different weighting has little effect on

our results, in agreement with the conclusions of Jackson et al.

(1993). The harmonic expansions for magnetic field, secular

variation and flow are all truncated at degree l=14.

We parametrize the accumulated drift angle between drifting

and mantle reference frames y [as opposed to the drift rate

as in the previous studies of Davis & Whaler (1996a,b)] as a

function of time on the basis of cubic B-splines (de Boor 1978)

with a 2.5 yr knot spacing, allowing easy calculation of the

instantaneous drift rate ẏ and acceleration ÿ. The B-spline

coefficients for the drift angle are allowed to vary, and for

each choice of coefficients the best-fitting flow is obtained by

a standard regularized least-squares fit to the secular variation

coefficients. The optimum set of spline coefficients is then

obtained using Powell’s method (e.g. Press et al. 1986). We

choose this method because it does not require the calculation

of the derivative of the objective function with respect to the

drift angle coefficients, the determination of which would be

extremely complicated. Whilst the predicted secular variation

in the drifting frame, Ḃrk, depends linearly on the flow, its

transformation into the mantle frame, Ḃr, depends non-linearly

on both the drift angle and drift rate. In effect, we split our

inversion into two parts, using a search method for the non-

linear terms, and solving the linear flow problem at each stage

of the non-linear search.

At this point, it is worth emphasizing the difference between

the drift rate parameter that we have described and the solid

body rotation term in the flow expansion, t1
0 in eq. (12). A non-

zero drift contributes directly to the secular variation in the

same way as the uniform toroidal flow (through the final right-

hand-side terms in eqs 8). If the flow u was zonally symmetric

(only m=0 terms non-zero in eq. 12) then the two would

be equivalent. However, a non-zero drift also rotates the non-

zonal part of the flow with respect to the mantle, whereas

changing the t1
0 component of the flow does not alter the other

flow components. Furthermore, only the frame of reference of

the flow generating the secular variation rotates with respect to

the mantle, not the magnetic field or its secular variation. This

rotation could be considered as a very simple wave motion of

flow structure, angular velocity ẏ. We return to this point in

more detail in Section 7.
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4 R E S U L T S

We first investigate the broad-scale effect of varying drift rate.

We define the B-spline coefficients to give a predefined, uniform

drift rate (so that ÿ=0), and calculate the optimum steady flow

between 1900 and 1980 for a variety of damping parameters lv.

In Fig. 1 we plot the objective function O (eq. 9) as a function

of drift rate from solutions that are clearly overdamped

(they do not provide an adequate fit to the model of secular

variation) to solutions that are clearly underdamped (the flow

is unreasonably strong, and there is too much power in high-

degree flow components for the flow to be considered properly

converged). Heavily damped flows are very weak, and the

optimum drift rate is slightly below 0.2u yrx1 westwards, close

to the customary estimate of westward drift at the Earth’s

surface. In this solution, the drift adopts the role of the t1
0 flow

component, allowing the flow norm to be minimized. However,

as the damping parameter is reduced, allowing a stronger flow

and hence a closer fit to the secular variation model, the magni-

tude of the drift increases. Perhaps more interestingly, a second

solution appears with positive (eastward) drift, although this

solution is slightly less favourable in terms of minimizing the

objective function. Davis & Whaler (1996a) also found an

eastward solution for one of their 10 yr epochs.

We examine solutions for three damping parameters in

more detail, corresponding to the second, third and fourth

lines from the bottom of Fig. 1. For each of these para-

meters (which we characterize respectively ‘weak’, ‘medium’

and ‘strong’ damping) we first optimize for a uniform drift rate

ẏ=constant, seeking local minima in the objective function

with both eastward and westward steady drift. Then, starting

from these uniform solutions, we obtain solutions with time-

dependent drift. The solution is not sensitive to fine details of

the starting model; with a different choice for initial uniform

drift or an arbitrary initial time dependence, the inversion still

converges on one of the two solutions (positive or negative

drift)—it just takes much longer! The objective function turns

out to be insensitive to the temporal damping parameter ld; we

adjust this merely to prevent variations in the drift more rapid

than our ‘data’ sampling rate (in general every 2.5 yr). The

redundancy of this parameter arises because of the smooth

properties of the secular variation model ufm that we are

fitting.

In Fig. 2 we plot the rms misfit to ufm secular variation

against the solution norm for the three chosen damping para-

meters lv. For each damping parameter, we plot diagnostics

for a steady flow (included in Fig. 1 as the case for drift

rate=0.0u yrx1) and for optimized drifts, both steady and time-

dependent, and both westward and eastward. Clearly, allowing

for a drifting frame enables a striking improvement to the fit to

the secular variation model for little increase (and for weak

damping a small decrease) in the complexity of the steady flow

(as measured in the drifting frame). To think of this in another

way, compare the weakly damped steady flow and medium

damped drifting flows. For only one additional free parameter

(in the case of steady drift), the model of secular variation is

fitted just as well with a flow with the norm reduced by an order

of magnitude. However, there is surprisingly little additional

improvement in fit obtained by allowing a time-dependent, rather

than uniform, drift.

In Fig. 3 we compare the fit to the secular variation model

of the predictions due to a steady flow, a steady drift and

a time-dependent drift. For illustration we plot the results

from the eastward-drifting, weakly damped solutions. As would

be expected from Fig. 2, the drifting flow produces a great

improvement in the fit to the coefficients, but the time-

dependent drift produces little further improvement. The steady

flow allows recovery of the mean secular variation and a slowly

varying trend, but allowing the frame to drift achieves a much

better representation of the decadal period time variation of the

secular variation. In particular, note the fit to the so-called

‘60-year oscillation’ in the ġ1
0 and ġ3

0 coefficients from a process

that is physically steady (a steady flow in a uniformly drifting

frame). However, the drifting flow does not easily model more

rapid fluctuations in secular variation, which can be fitted by a

fully time-dependent flow (see e.g. Jackson 1997). This may be

an advantage; variations in secular variation in ufm at periods

close to 11 yr suggest a possible relationship to the solar cycle
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Figure 1. Objective function as a function of uniform drift rate

(eastward positive) for a variety of damping parameters. The value

of the damping parameter lv is decreased by a factor of 10 between

each curve, from 0.2 (top curve) to 2.0r10x6 (bottom curve). We

subsequently focus on three values of damping parameter, labelled

w (weakly damped: lv=2.0r10x5), m (medium damping: lv=2.0r10x4)

and s (strongly damped: lv=2.0r10x3).
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Figure 2. Rms misfit to secular variation for various solutions. For

each damping parameter, the solution norm N does not change

significantly with the introduction of drift. Thus the five points with

highest norm are for lv=2r10x5 (weak damping), the five middle

points are for lv=2r10x4 (medium damping) and the five lowest

points are for lv=2r10x3 (strong damping).
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and contamination of the model with fields originating external

to the Earth. However, as a consequence, the drifting flows do

not explain geomagnetic jerks (for example, the sharp change

shown by many secular variation coefficients of ufm around

1970, particularly ḣ2
1 and ġ3

1).

In Table 1 we list the apparent flow strength in the mantle

frame for the various solutions shown in Fig. 1. The addition

of drift generally results in weaker apparent flows. This is a

general feature of allowing time dependence in a flow model—

the increased degrees of freedom for the flow mean that it

requires less small-scale structure to explain the secular variation,

and so a weaker flow is allowed. The westward-drifting steady

flows produce a slightly lower apparent flow strength than the

eastward-drifting flows.

In Fig. 4 we plot the drifting flow solutions for weak

damping for both westward (left column) and eastward (right

column) drift. The top three plots are snapshots in time in the

mantle frame; the fourth plot is of the flow in the drifting frame

in the core. The drift angle y is defined to be zero in 1900, so

the two frames are coincident at that time. The drifting flow

reproduces some features seen in time-dependent flows for this

period. We see strong westward flow near the equator along a

band straddling the equator in the hemisphere centred on the

Greenwich meridian, weaker or even eastward flow beneath

the Pacific hemisphere, and a large anticlockwise gyre in the

southern hemisphere near Africa, especially in the westward-

drifting flow, although its position under the southern Indian

Ocean is offset slightly eastwards from previous work. The

structure of the steady flow results in a change in apparent flow

direction beneath the US Atlantic coast around the middle

of the century, which is also a feature of some previous flow

models (e.g. Bloxham 1989). That our flows look similar to
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Figure 3. The first eight ufm secular variation model coefficients (thick solid line) compared with predictions due to steady flow (dot-dashed line),

steady drift (thin solid line) and time-varying drift (dashed line). Note in particular the improved fit allowed by the drifting frame solutions to the

‘60-year oscillation’ in the ġ1
0 and ġ3

0 coefficients. Weakly damped, eastward-drifting solutions chosen. All vertical axes in nT yrx1, horizontal axes in yr.

Table 1. Rms flow speeds in a mantle reference frame for solutions

plotted in Fig. 2. All values in km yrx1.

Damping No drift W drift E drift

Steady Optimized Steady Optimized

Weak 20.1 12.9 13.2 14.5 15.1

Medium 14.0 9.8 9.9 11.1 11.2

Strong 10.7 8.6 8.8 10.8 10.9
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previously determined flows is not surprising; we are fitting the

same data within a similar theoretical framework. To achieve

such ‘normal’-looking flows, however, the flow in the drifting

frame is anything but normal. Note in particular the different

scale used for the flow arrows for the drifting-frame flows,

which are dominated by a large backflow in the opposite sense

to the drift. The drifting frame is effective because it can

move non-zonal features in the steady flow around in time, but

this would also result in an unobserved large bulk rotation

in the magnetic field. To counter this, the associated steady

flow must include a large opposing uniform zonal (t1
0) flow.

Mathematically, this term is required to balance the contribution

from the final right-hand-side terms in eqs (8).

The requirement for a large zonal flow to counter the drift

also explains much of the dependence of the optimal drift rates

on the damping parameter lv, including the preference for

westward rather than eastward drift. We plot optimal steady

drift rates (the positions of the local minima in Fig. 1) as a

function of lv, together with values for the particular solutions

from Fig. 2, in Fig. 5. As previously noted, when the solution is

50.0km/yr
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Figure 4. Maps of drifting flow for the ‘weak damping’ solutions. The continents are projected onto the core’s surface to provide a reference frame.

The left-hand column plots the solution for westward drift (ẏ<0), the right-hand column for eastward drift (ẏ>0). In each case, the top three maps

are snapshots of the apparent flow observed in the mantle reference frame at three different times, and the fourth map shows the steady flow in the

drifting reference frame. The two reference frames are defined to be coincident in 1900. Note the change in scale for the bottom pair of plots. The map

projection is Mollweide equal area. The plots are produced with GMT (Wessel & Smith 1991).
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dashed line. The various symbols correspond to the solutions shown in

Fig. 2, with the ‘error bars’ showing the range of drift rates between

1900 and 1980 for the optimized solutions.
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strongly overdamped (right-hand edge of the figure), only one

solution is obtained, with drift rate just less than x0.2u yrx1,

to allow the flow velocity to be minimized. For weaker damp-

ing, two solutions are present, initially equidistant from the

overdamped solution (demonstrated by the dashed line giving

the mean of the two drift rates). The net t1
0 flow in the mantle

frame is the same in both cases, a few kilometres per year

westwards at the equator, and to achieve this a larger back-

flow is required for the eastward-drifting solution than for the

westward-drifting solution, leading to a larger contribution to

the objective function (9), and so a preference for the westward-

drifting solution. As damping is further reduced, the drift rate

magnitudes increase, the influence of the flow norm diminishes

and the westward- and eastward-drifting solutions are approxi-

mately symmetric about 0.0u yrx1, indicating that the secular

variation model (as distinct from the objective function) shows

no preference between eastward and westward drift. Note also

from Fig. 2 that the diagnostics of the two solutions converge

for weaker damping. We also plot in Fig. 5 ‘error bars’ for the

optimized solutions, showing the range of variation of the drift

about its mean value. That this range is small—of the order of

t0.05u yrx1 variations about the mean drift rate—explains in

part why allowing time-dependent drift produces little improve-

ment in the fit to the secular variation above that obtained with

a steady drift.

5 T H E C O R E – M A N T L E A N G U L A R
M O M E N T U M B U D G E T

From the perspective of improving the fit to the secular variation

model, it would be difficult to justify a time-dependent drift.

For the addition of many more degrees of freedom in the

solution, we obtain a negligible improvement in the fit over

the single extra parameter, uniform drift solution. Nevertheless,

we examine further the implications of time-dependent drift,

assuming that the variation in our surface drift rate is a reflection

of a solid-body rotation of the whole core, and compare the

time variation with that required to explain the observed DLOD

[taken from McCarthy & Babcock (1986), with an estimate of

the tidal signal subtracted (Jackson et al. 1993)]. In Fig. 6 we

present three plots that compare the predicted length-of-day

variation for various flows. In (a) we present the predictions

for the three westward-drifting flows, in (b) the predictions for

the three eastward-drifting flows, and finally, for comparison,

in (c) the earlier results of Jackson et al. (1993) for a sequence

of single epoch, tangentially geostrophic flows, based on the

theory of torsional oscillations of Jault et al. (1988). In this

theory, the predicted variation in length of day is given by

*LOD ¼ 1:138 *t0
1 þ

12

7
*t0

3

� �
, (13)

where DLOD is in milliseconds and the Schmidt-normalized

flow coefficients (eq. 12) are in kilometres per year (Jackson

et al. 1993). Note that only two of the toroidal flow com-

ponents, t1
0 and t3

0, contribute to the angular momentum budget.

The equivalent expression for a drifting reference frame is

*LOD ¼ 69:2* _t , (14)

where ẏ is measured in degrees per year. In both cases, only

changes in LOD are resolved; the vertical offset for each curve

can be varied freely, and has been chosen to facilitate clear

representation of the results.

The LOD signal is robust enough to emerge even with our

simplified model of the torsional dynamics, and despite the

minimal contribution to the fit to the secular variation from

adding time dependence to the drift (in Fig. 3 the difference

between the thin solid line and the dashed line). The variability

is well described in each case and is robust to drift rate; in

particular a peak in the curves at 1910 and a flat trough around

1925. The sharp peak at 1970 is not a feature of the DLOD

curve, and may be related to the poor fit of our flow model to

the secular variation around the time of the 1970 geomagnetic

jerk. The main mismatch is that drifting flows produce a steady

trend not present in the data. The match of the single-epoch

tangentially geostrophic flows of Jackson et al. (1993) is slightly
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Figure 6. LOD correlation with that predicted from various flows.

(a) Calculated from core drift rate for westward-drifting solutions.

(b) Calculated from core drift rate for eastward-drifting solutions.

(c) Calculated from tangentially geostrophic flows of Jackson et al.

(1993), including that predicted from the uniform zonal flow

component t1
0 alone. For all three cases, the vertical offset is arbitrary;

on each plot the curves are separated for clarity.
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closer, although that fit requires far more free parameters

than our drifting flow models. Furthermore, it is noticeable

that some of the drifting solutions provide a closer match

than the t1
0 curve of Jackson et al. (1993) (the part of the flow

corresponding to solid body rotation), again demonstrating

the difference between the drifting frame and a simple zonal t1
0

flow.

Another way to investigate the presence of an Earth rotation

signal in the drifting flows is to invert for a mean drift rate with

the time dependence Dẏ defined proportional to the smoothed

DLOD. Like the uniform drift rate calculations, this adds

only one free parameter to the steady flow solution. For the

weakly damped solution with westward drift, and for all three

solutions with eastward drift, such a model provides a better

solution (smaller objective function and closer fit to the secular

variation coefficients) than a uniform drift, providing further

evidence that a DLOD signal is present in the data.

6 T H E P E R I O D 1 8 4 0 – 1 9 9 0

We have concentrated thus far on the period 1900–1980. Here

we extend our analysis to 1840–1990. The field model is less

reliable prior to 1900, as the data from this period are generally

fewer, of a lower quality and with a less uniform distribution

(see Bloxham et al. 1989, for a discussion of the data used to

constrain ufm). Visible edge effects in model behaviour at 1840

and 1990 suggest that the values for the secular variation and

in particular its time derivative, the secular acceleration, may

be less reliable at these times, which could lead to systematic

errors in the flows determined at these epochs. Furthermore,

the physical motivation for the steady flow is that the interval

considered is short compared with the dynamical timescales

within the core; for 150 yr it is no longer so clear that this

temporal separation applies. Nevertheless, it is of interest to

consider the behaviour of the drifting flow solution over this

longer interval.

In Fig. 7 we plot the objective function for uniform drift as a

function of drift rate. Comparing with Fig. 1 for the shorter

period, the value for the objective function is slightly higher in

each case, as it is more difficult for a steady flow to fit the time-

dependent secular variation over a longer period. However,

allowing for a drifting reference frame still significantly improves

the solution obtained. In comparison with the shorter time

interval, the limiting value for the drift at low damping is

slightly reduced, and where both westward- and eastward-

drifting solutions are present, the preferred solution (minimum

objective function) is now eastward drifting. This is an interest-

ing result given our earlier comments concerning the influence

of damping and the norm on the preferred solution for the

interval 1900–1980. The choice between the two solutions

depends on the particular time and length of epoch analysed,

and it seems safest to observe that the evidence is insufficiently

strong to prefer one drift direction over the other. This may

explain the surprising result of Davis & Whaler (1996a) of

a switch from a reasonably fast westward- to an equally fast

eastward-drifting solution between two successive 10 yr epochs.

In Fig. 8 we consider the predicted DLOD for one of these

eastward-drifting flows (the second curve from the bottom

of Fig. 7, marked w, corresponding to the ‘weakly damped’

solution described earlier). For comparison we also present the

results of Jackson et al. (1993) for their sequence of tangentially

geostrophic flows. While the comparison with the observed

variations in Earth rotation is not as good post-1900, it is at

least as good, and arguably better, prior to 1900. The drifting

solution is also a considerably better fit to the behaviour prior

to 1900 than the time-dependent model of Jackson (1997).

Why might our simplified time-variable flow provide a better

fit to the observed DLOD in the 19th century than fully time-

dependent tangentially geostrophic flows? The cause may be

variations in the reliability of the field model from which they

are derived. Throughout the 19th century, the quality, quantity

and distribution of magnetic data improved considerably, in

particular with a steady increase in the number of magnetic

observatories. As a result, the resolution of field models also

improved significantly during this period, with details of the

time evolution of features becoming better resolved. This

improvement is seen as a change in the nature and amount

of secular variation in the field model, but is likely to be an

artefact of the modelling process. Our simple temporal flow

parametrization does not explain the detail of these ‘features’,

whereas time-varying tangentially geostrophic flows allow com-

plex variations (that may not be real) to be modelled, which

could thereby contaminate the angular momentum signal in the

data.
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Figure 7. Objective function as a function of uniform drift rate for a

variety of damping parameters for 1840–1990. For details, see caption

to Fig. 1.
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Figure 8. Prediction of variations in LOD for a drifting solution

(damping parameter lv=2r10x5) from 1840–1990, with the predictions

from the tangentially geostrophic flows of Jackson et al. (1993) for

comparison.
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7 G E O P H Y S I C A L I M P L I C A T I O N S

Thus far, we have considered the drifting frame as a convenient

and simple mechanism to parametrize some time dependence of

the flow at the cost of very few additional parameters. We now

consider whether it has any physical significance beyond this

computational simplicity.

A simplistic interpretation would be that on decadal time-

scales the drifting frame reflects the top of a rigidly rotating

core, with the steady flow the surface expression of slowly

varying flow driving the dynamo process. We have made this

assumption to relate variations in drift rate to variations in

angular momentum of the whole core. The strong surface

backflow that opposes the drift could be generated by frictional

coupling forces (mechanical or electromagnetic) seeking to limit

the relative flow speed between the core and mantle. In this

framework, the eastward-drifting solution is of particular

interest. Using as a probe the axis of seismic anisotropy of the

inner core, Song & Richards (1996) deduced an eastward inner

core rotation rate of just over 1u yrx1 for the last 30 yr from

changes in differential traveltimes, a little larger than our value

of 0.8u yrx1. Subsequently, other workers (e.g. Creager 1997)

also investigating body waves obtained different values. Our

value falls in the middle of the range of reported results, and

is thus broadly consistent with the seismic estimates if the

inner and outer cores co-rotate. However, inner core rotation

observations are not universally accepted (e.g. Souriau et al.

1997; Souriau 1998), and analysis of normal mode data implies

that the inner core does not super-rotate at all (Sharrock &

Woodhouse 1998; Laske & Masters 1999).

A possibly more reasonable interpretation of the drifting

frame is that it represents a global wave motion, with a period

of 400–500 yr, appropriate for large-scale magnetic Rossby

waves or MAC waves in the core. The drifting frame then

only reflects conditions at the top of the core. The idea of

the secular variation being generated by wave motion is not

new (Hide 1966; Gubbins & Roberts 1987). However, it

has been problematic to explain the short timescale (e.g. the

‘60-year oscillation’) of the variation. Braginsky (1984) suggested

that the secular variation originates in a thin stably stratified

‘hidden ocean’ (Braginsky 1999) at the top of the core; the

‘60-year oscillation’ is a manifestation of the excitation of wave

modes in this layer by the torsional oscillations. Our results

show that such a layer is unnecessary, and the ‘oscillation’ can

also be explained by large-scale processes with a much longer

timescale.

However, in either case, in order to explain DLOD, the

variations in drift (the time dependence) must still reflect whole-

core phenomena. In summary, we have a picture of large-scale

wave motion, possibly restricted to only the top of the core,

giving rise to most of the observed secular variation, with whole-

core torsional oscillations superimposed. Perhaps fortuitously,

our simple drifting flow parametrization is able to represent

both processes.

The most unexpected result of this analysis has been the

emergence of two solutions with opposite and approximately

equal drift. If we interpret the drift as a wave phenomenon, this

result has an attractive explanation. For simplicity, assume a

uniform drift rate ẏ. From eq. (3), the observed velocity in the

mantle frame is

uðh, �, tÞ ¼ u’ðh, �� _ttÞ þ rc _t cos hwŒ : (15)

Now consider another flow ua drifting with equal and opposite

angular velocity, so that

uðh, �, tÞ ¼ u’’ðh, �þ _ttÞ � rc _t cos hwŒ : (16)

Each of these flows fits the secular variation to some given

tolerance. However, in the mantle frame the secular variation is

linear in the flow, so that any suitably weighted linear com-

bination of the two flows will also explain the secular variation.

In particular, the average of the two flows will explain the

secular variation:

uðh, �, tÞ ¼ u’ðh, �� _ttÞ þ u’’ðh, �þ _ttÞ
h i

=2 : (17)

Notice that the direct contribution from the drift has been

eliminated.

This allows a simple interpretation of the two solutions as

two travelling waves making up a standing wave in the core,

with period between 400 and 500 yr. In principal it should

be possible to take the two drifting flow solutions and combine

them to seek features of this standing wave. However, this

is problematical, probably because the non-uniqueness of the

flow inversion is obscuring this effect. The only practical way to

explore this issue is to invert directly for flows of this type; this

work is in progress.

8 C O N C L U S I O N S

A steady flow rotating by way of a drifting frame introduces

some simple time dependence to the modelling of secular

variation, and can significantly improve the fit to the model.

Allowing this drift to be time-dependent produces little further

improvement to the solution for a large increase in the number

of free parameters. However, the resulting fluctuations in drift

rate match those required to explain decadal variations in length

of day, despite their apparently weak influence on the steady

part of the flow and fit to the secular variation. Both westward

and eastward drift of the core can be supported; the presence of

both solutions may be indicative of a standing wave.

Further testing of the drifting flow hypothesis should soon

be possible. New high-quality vector magnetic field data are

becoming available from the Danish Ørsted and the German

CHAMP missions. These new data will allow a correspond-

ingly detailed analysis of recent secular variation, and hence

a much more detailed comparison of the differences between

time-varying geostrophic flows and our drifting flows.

Perhaps more significantly, our study suggests a new approach

to the study of secular variation. Previous work can be divided

into two categories: kinematic, such as this study, where a flow

is constructed by modelling the observed secular variation, and

dynamic, where analysis of the dynamical equations leads

to suggested wave motions whose characteristics (e.g. period,

general structure) are then compared with broad-scale features

of the secular variation. We suggest combining these studies—

using the dynamical studies to construct possible simple para-

metrizations of the flow structure and then fitting these para-

metrizations to secular variation models to determine to what

extent they explain the observed signal.
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